The conceptual design of the Future Circular Collider (FCC) is being carried out actively in an international collaboration hosted by CERN, for the post-Large Hadron Collider (LHC) era. The target center-of-mass energy of proton-proton collisions for the FCC is 100 TeV, nearly an order of magnitude higher than for LHC. The existing CERN accelerators will be used to prepare the beams for FCC. Concerning beam-related machine protection of the whole accelerator chain, it is critical to assess the consequences of beam impact on various accelerator components in the cases of controlled and uncontrolled beam losses. In this paper, we study the energy deposition of protons in solid copper and graphite targets, since the two materials are widely used in magnets, beam screens, collimators, and beam absorbers. Nominal injection and extraction energies in the hadron accelerator complex at CERN were selected in the range of 50 MeV-50 TeV. Three beam sizes were studied for each energy, corresponding to typical values of the betatron function. Specifically for thin targets, comparisons between FLUKA simulations and analytical Bethe equation calculations were carried out, which showed that the damage potential of a few-millimeter-thick graphite target and submillimeter-thick copper foil can be well estimated directly by the Bethe equation. The paper provides a valuable reference for the quick evaluation of potential damage to accelerator elements over a large range of beam parameters when beam loss occurs.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has recently reached three new performance records: unprecedented peak luminosity, number of proton bunches, and beam lifetime. In order to further extend the discovery potential of the LHC, it will be upgraded to the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) around the year 2025 to increase its annual integrated luminosity by a factor of 10 [1] . A higher-energy LHC (HE-LHC) is also considered to approach a beam energy of 16.5 TeV corresponding to a 20 T dipole magnet field in the same LHC tunnel [2] . Note that the nominal LHC parameters are 7 TeV and 8.33 T, correspondingly. The target peak luminosity of the HE-LHC is 2 × 10 34 cm −2 s −1 , twice the LHC design luminosity. Meanwhile, several highenergy colliders are currently at their conceptual design or planning stage in the world, including the International Linear Collider (ILC) [3] , the Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) [4] , the Circular Electron Positron Collider (CEPC) [5] , and the Future Circular Collider (FCC) [6, 7] . It is worth mentioning that the CEPC has the potential to be upgraded to a Super Proton-Proton Collider (SPPC) in the same 50-100 km tunnel with a center-of-mass energy between 70 and 140 TeV. The FCC study puts an emphasis on a circular proton-proton collider (FCC-hh) and an electronpositron collider (FCC-ee). For the FCC-hh, each of the two counterrotating proton beams will be accelerated up to 50 TeV in the proposed 100 km tunnel located in the Lake Geneva basin. A main dipole field of 16 T is necessary to deflect the beams accordingly. This frontier machine will deliver a peak luminosity of 5-30 × 10 34 cm −2 s −1 , and hence a total integrated luminosity of 17.5 ab −1 in a 25 year operating period is foreseen. The FCC conceptual study is being carried out in a global collaboration of more than 70 institutes hosted by CERN.
In high-energy colliders, especially the hadron-hadron colliders, energies stored in circulating beams are impressive. For instance, the energy stored in one nominal FCC-hh beam is 8500 MJ, which is more than 20 times the energy of today's LHC beam and sufficient to melt 12 t of copper when heated up from room temperature. Any uncontrolled release of the beam energy could result in severe damage to the accelerator equipment. Therefore, the safe operation of high-energy colliders highly relies on robust machine protection systems [8, 9] . In the LHC machine protection system, collimators are responsible to clean the beam halo via both momentum collimation and betatron collimation by defining the aperture during routine operation, so that beam-induced quenches of the superconducting magnets can be avoided to the maximum extent. Dedicated beam absorbers and collimators provide passive protection against abnormal beam losses that arise extremely fast during, e.g., injection or extraction. Fast and reliable instrumentation and beam monitoring systems detect actively element failures and abnormal beam parameters (for example, beam loss rate) that are able to trigger a beam dump request before damage thresholds are reached. Beam interlock systems provide the highly reliable transmission of the dump request from the monitoring system to a beam dumping system. The beam dumping system waits for the particle-free abort gap for switching on the extraction kicker magnets (i.e., synchronous beam dump), extracts the beam from the ring in a single turn, dilutes the energy density, and disposes the beam onto a beam dump block that is designed to withstand the impact of the full beam. As can be seen, it is essential to study the interaction of these high-energy and high-intensity beams with matter to design a properly functioning machine protection system, with regard to regular and accidental particle losses.
Different scenarios of beam loss due to operating and failure modes need to be considered. The worst case is when the entire beam impacts on a single point; then the socalled hydrodynamic tunneling effect can be important. With a beam composed of a long bunch train, energy deposited by a certain number of head bunches produces an outgoing radial shock wave which reduces the density along and around the beam axis in the target. The subsequent bunches and their hadronic shower penetrate deeper and deeper into the target. However, the likelihood of such a failure is rather low. In this paper, we put an emphasis on less-severe beam losses that have a much higher probability to occur, such as proton losses in the beam (e.g., halo particles) at aperture limitations in the accelerator, beam losses during asynchronous beam dump and when injecting a low-intensity pilot bunch into an empty machine, etc. The injection of pilot bunches is an operational procedure for the LHC to ensure that all parameters are correctly set. Only when pilot bunches are circulating in the LHC can a higher-intensity beam be injected. For these beam losses, the calculation of the energy deposition is sufficient to understand if accelerator components could be damaged.
For the sake of more general interest, we first briefly summarize the existing studies on the hydrodynamic tunneling. For a failure scenario where the energy deposition of a bunch train impacting on material exceeds vaporization, an approach coupling a particle shower simulation code and a hydrodynamic code is required. The first time this has been done is for the SSC [10] . In the past few years, some of the worst possible failure scenarios were studied for the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) [11] [12] [13] and the LHC [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] by some of us (Schmidt, Burkart, and Wollmann) together with other collaborators. Hydrodynamic tunneling leads to a remarkable range lengthening of the proton energy deposition. The fully integrated particle physics Monte Carlo simulation package FLUKA [19] [20] [21] was employed to obtain the energy deposition distribution of protons in the target, while the two-dimensional hydrodynamic code BIG2 was used to simulate the thermodynamic and hydrodynamic response of the target material. BIG2 uses the energy deposition data from FLUKA as input, while FLUKA needs the modified target density distribution from BIG2 to calculate the new energy deposition map which again serves as the input of BIG2. The interaction of the entire beam (bunch train) with the target is thus simulated iteratively. Dedicated experiments performed at the High-Radiation to Materials (HiRadMat) facility applying the 440 GeV SPS proton beam have confirmed the existence of the hydrodynamic tunneling and validated the numerical simulation strategy [22] [23] [24] [25] . Most recently, a simulation study has illustrated that the 50 TeV FCC beam will penetrate about 350 m in copper [26, 27] . Table I summarizes the existing quantitative studies of hydrodynamic tunneling induced by high-energy and high-intensity proton beams from the SPS, the LHC, and the FCC in copper and graphite. The targets were homogeneous cylinders. A density of 2.28 g=cm 3 was used for graphite in Ref. [18] . A bunch length of 0.5 ns was adopted for all the cases. In these studies, no suitable scaling method was suggested to predict the tunneling range when changing parameters such as the beam size or beam energy, since the hydrodynamic tunneling effect is a complex nonlinear problem coupling multiphysics. Dedicated numerical or experimental studies are needed for specific cases. However, for an order-of-magnitude estimation, Table I provides many useful references.
For most of the cases of less-severe beam loss, it is adequate to make an order-of-magnitude estimation of the beam impacts according to the energy deposition data in solid targets only, since the hydrodynamic tunneling becomes less significant. The design and operation of a machine protection system is usually conservative with respect to the calculated damage level. Therefore, it is very helpful to have an overall knowledge of the energy deposition features in typical materials like copper and graphite on hand, for representative beam energies and beam sizes. Based on such data, rough (but frequently adequate) estimations can be performed quickly and conveniently relating to beam-related machine protection issues, especially for on-site support. Considering that in the existing literature the samples of beam energy and beam size are rather limited, we have simulated and analyzed the energy deposition characteristics of protons in copper and graphite for various beam sizes at energies in the range from 50 MeV to 50 TeV to cover the entire CERN hadron accelerator complex from the Linear accelerator 2 (LINAC2), to the Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB), the Proton Synchrotron (PS), the SPS, the LHC, and the FCC.
In Sec. II, the CERN hadron accelerator complex will be briefly described. Studies on the energy deposition of protons in a solid copper target will be presented in Sec. III, including FLUKA simulations and a comparison with the analytical results obtained via the Bethe equation in the case of a thin target. In Sec. IV, we will show the corresponding results for a graphite target. Conclusions drawn from this work will be given In Sec. V.
II. HADRON ACCELERATOR COMPLEX AT CERN
The schematic view of the CERN accelerator complex is shown in Fig. 1 . LINAC2 is the starting point for the proton accelerators at CERN, providing 100 μs proton pulses up to 50 MeV at a maximum average pulse current of 160 mA to the PSB [28] . In order to double the brightness and intensity of the beam from the PSB, and hence break the space-charge-dominated bottleneck towards higher brightness of the LHC, LINAC2 will be replaced by LINAC4 in the near future [29] . LINAC4 will deliver an H − beam at 160 MeV with a pulse length of 400 μs and up to 40 mA pulse current. The PSB is made up of four superimposed rings that accelerate the 50 MeV protons to 1.4 GeV for injection into the PS [30, 31] . For the nominal operating mode of the LHC, the four PSB rings supply a total of six bunches in two batches for the PS. The six bunches fill six out of seven buckets in the PS working on rf harmonic h ¼ 7. As mentioned earlier, a conceptual study of the FCC is currently being carried out. The goal of the FCC-hh is to provide proton-proton collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 100 TeV, nearly an order of magnitude higher than the LHC. Each beam has 10600 bunches spaced by 25 ns, and every bunch consists of 1.0 × 10 11 protons that will be accelerated up to 50 TeV in the new 100 km tunnel. One injection scheme is making use of the existing LHC as an injector which provides 3.3 TeV proton bunches for the FCC. The rms bunch length is about 0.3 ns, similar to the LHC. The designed normalized rms emittance of the FCC will be 2. LHC. The most relevant parameters of the above accelerators are listed in Table II . We assume that the proton beam has a Gaussian distribution in both transverse planes. The horizontal and vertical rms beam size is determined by σ ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi β b ε n;rms =βγ p , where β b is the betatron function depending on the beam optics, ε n;rms ¼ βγε rms is the normalized rms emittance, β ¼ v=c is the relative velocity, and γ ¼ 1=
is the ratio of the total energy to the rest energy of a particle. For the nominal 450 GeV SPS beam, ε n;rms is about 3.5 μm.
Assuming an average betatron function of β b ¼ 100 m, the beam size is σ ¼ 0.85 mm. For the LHC, ε n;rms ¼ 3.75 μm and a betatron function of 100 m yield a beam size of σ ¼ 0.22 mm at 7 TeV. In the case of the 50 TeV FCC beam, ε n;rms ¼ 2.2 μm, the beam size will be 0.09 mm with a betatron function of 200 m. The typical beam size at the LINAC2, PSB, and PS is up to a few millimeters. From the viewpoint of machine protection, we considered the worst case scenarios. Therefore, we first studied the case where the beam size was kept to be 0.2 mm for all the energies. Additionally, two other typical beam sizes were investigated depending on the beam energy, which can be found in Table III of Sec. III.
III. ENERGY DEPOSITION OF PROTON IN SOLID COPPER
In this section, we first introduce the FLUKA code and the simulation settings. The simulated energy deposition per proton corresponding to a variety of beam parameters in a solid copper target will then be shown in detail. A comparison between the simulated energy deposition and the energy loss from analytical calculations using the Bethe equation is performed in the case of thin targets. Moreover, the specific energy deposition of bunched protons and their effect on copper targets are presented.
A. FLUKA code and simulation setup
Protons that are incident on the target material produce particle cascades that deposit their energy inside the target, leading to an increase of the target temperature. The beam parameters together with the specific heat capacity of the material determine the temperature increase. In this paper, the FLUKA code [19] [20] [21] is used to calculate the interaction between protons and copper, assuming solid copper density. FLUKA is a multipurpose Monte Carlo simulation tool for calculations of particle transport and interactions with matter. Its applications cover an extended range from proton and electron accelerator shielding to target design, activation, detector design, dosimetry, accelerator-driven systems, radiotherapy, etc. FLUKA is capable of simulating with high accuracy the interaction and propagation in matter of about 60 different particles, including photons and electrons from 100 eV to 1 keV to thousands of TeV, neutrinos, muons of 1 keV to 1000 TeV, hadrons of energies from keV up to 10 PeV and all the corresponding antiparticles, neutrons from 10 PeV down to thermal energies, and heavy ions. Note that FLUKA should be linked with the DPMJET code via the integrated interface at hadron or neutron energies higher than 20 TeV. In our simulation, the Monte Carlo event generator DPMJET-III was linked, which is based on the dual parton model and unifies all features of the DTUNUC-2, DPMJET-II, and PHOJET1.12 event generators. It hence allows the simulation of hadronhadron, hadron-nucleus, nucleus-nucleus, photon-hadron, photon-photon, and photon-nucleus interactions from a few GeV up to the highest cosmic ray energies [32] . The detailed transport limits of secondary particles and primary particles, the models applied in FLUKA, and the benchmarking can be found in Refs. [19] [20] [21] .
The geometry adopted in the FLUKA simulations was a cylinder of solid copper with a radius of the order of 1 cm and a length up to a few meters depending on the beam energy and beam size. The protons were projected perpendicularly to the front face of the target, and the energy deposition distribution was calculated under a circular symmetry condition. Default values for precision simulations were set in the FLUKA input file, where, for example, the delta ray production (with threshold 100 keV) and transport were switched on [19, 21] . Neither momentum spread nor beam divergence was considered. In every simulation, FLUKA took a primary particle from the predefined beam, started the transport, and repeated until the predetermined number of primary histories was reached. The equivalent number of primaries was typically more than 10 4 in order to control the relative statistical error below a few percent. Finally, the energy deposition per proton in the beam was obtained. Geometry-dependent scoring was performed to score the spatial distribution of the energy deposition in a regular mesh (binning). We spanned the angular coordinate 0 < Φ < 2π in one bin, since the circular symmetry condition was met in the cylindrical coordinates assuming the horizontal and vertical beam sizes are always the same. The radial bin size was adjusted to be one-quarter of one rms beam size σ, whereas in the longitudinal direction, the bin size was increased as the beam energy went from 50 MeV to 50 TeV and correspondingly the shower range became larger and larger. The longitudinal bin size was 0.005 cm at 50 MeV, 0.01 cm at 160 MeV, 0.4 cm at 1.4 GeV, and 0.5 cm at 26 GeV and all higher energies.
B. Simulated energy deposition per proton
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the two-dimensional energy deposition distributions corresponding to a beam size of σ ¼ 0.2 mm at 50 MeV and 50 TeV, respectively. In addition to substantially different interaction ranges, the behaviors show a large variance. In the case of 50 MeV, the proton releases its majority of energy in the target around the position of L ¼ 0.39 cm, implying the existence of the Bragg peak. For 50 TeV, there is no such apparent peak, and most of the beam energy is deposited spanning a relatively wide region around L ¼ 22 cm in the target. beam size is doubled. The peak occurs slightly deeper in the target as the beam size grows.
In Fig. 5 , we plot the energy deposition as a function of the depth into the solid copper target along the axis. In the FLUKA simulations, the beam size was kept to be 0.2 mm over 6 orders of magnitude in proton energy, from 50 MeV to 50 TeV. As can be seen, these curve properties for various energies are dramatically different. The length influenced by the incident primary proton increases from a few millimeters up to a few meters as the energy becomes higher and higher. The Bragg peak is high at 50 MeV, whereas at 160 MeV, it becomes relatively low compared to the overall energy deposition. At energies higher than 1.4 GeV, the Bragg peak disappears, covered by the energy deposition from the secondary particles which lead to wide maxima. The maxima occur close to the entrance at both 1.4 and 26 GeV. As the energy increases from 450 GeV to 50 TeV, the maximum moves deeper and deeper from 12.6 to 22.3 cm. The maximum energy deposition is 75.4 GeV=ðcm 3 pÞ at 50 MeV (βγ ¼ 0.33), falls to a minima of 5.7 GeV=ðcm 3 pÞ at 1.4 GeV (βγ ¼ 2.28), and then rises to 9736.3 GeV=ðcm 3 pÞ at 50 TeV (βγ ¼ 53291.1), as shown in Fig. 6 .
At 50 TeV, the energy deposition along the target axis was also simulated while not linking FLUKA and DPMJET-III. As shown in Fig. 7 , the maximum energy deposition is 6% higher than that for the case of linking. The beam size is 0.2 mm in the comparison. Note that the difference becomes smaller as the beam size increases.
In addition to the above-mentioned beam parameters, other beam sizes have been studied depending on the beam energy. The maximum energy deposition in GeV=ðcm 3 pÞ together with the corresponding specific energy deposition It is interesting to note that the results shown here are significantly higher than that reported in Ref. [33] . We have clarified that this is mainly due to the coarse bin settings (large scoring steps) in the previous work. of one nominal bunch in J/(g bunch) are listed in Table III . The bunch intensities listed in Table II were used to calculate the specific energy deposition. Note that, for both 50 and 160 MeV, a bunch intensity of 16.2 × 10 11 was used. The locations of the maximums are shown as well. Three typical beam sizes were selected for each energy. In general, the maximum energy deposition grows nearly exponentially as the beam size decreases. Figure 8 shows the maximum energy deposition in copper as a function of the rms beam size for the energies from 50 MeV to 50 TeV. Note that the statistical error bar is shown for each simulation point, which might be hard to be identified because the relative error is always below 5%. Data in Table III give an integral map that enables us to predict the energy deposition behavior of protons in copper over a wide range of beam parameters.
C. Specific case study: Thin target
For beam-related machine protection, it is frequently needed to estimate the damage potentials of a target surface or a thin beam window which separates the vacuum of the beam line from a test area or beam dump block. To minimize the heating in a beam window and withstand the pressure difference, a supporting plate made of low-atomicnumber materials with a thickness of typically a few millimeters (significantly smaller than one radiation length) is used. A very thin leak-tight foil made of materials with a low elastic modulus and thermal expansion coefficient (e.g., beryllium, copper, aluminum, titanium, and steel) is laid on the main plate to maintain the high vacuum of the beam line. For instance, a beam window consisting of a 5-mm-thick carbon-carbon (C-C) composite plate and a thin (0.254 mm) leak-tight beryllium foil has been used for the beam tests at the HiRadMat facility [34] . For the LHC beam dump entrance window, a 15-mm-thick C-C plate and a 0.2-mm-thick steel foil have been adopted [35] .
For the estimation, it is common practice to calculate the energy loss of incident particles using the Bethe equation rather than performing a Monte Carlo simulation study. In this subsection, we examine the limits of the projectile energy and target thickness, within which the Bethe equation could still be applied without a significant loss Without linking, the maximum energy deposition is 6% higher than that for the case of linking. 
where T max is the maximum kinetic energy that can be transferred to a free electron in a single collision, δðβγÞ is the density effect correction to ionization energy loss, and K and the other variables are defined in Table IV . T max is further given by
The density effect (reduction in the ionization loss) becomes increasingly significant due to the polarization of the medium above some high energy, which is usually computed exploiting Sternheimer's parameterization [40] [41] [42] :
ð3Þ with x ¼ log 10 ðp=McÞ ¼ log 10 ðβγÞ. Our motivation is mainly to check the applicability of the analytical approach in the practical case of thin targets while keeping its simplicity. Therefore, many corrections to the Bethe equation were not included, e.g., the radiative effect, which might have important contributions to the total energy loss of protons in medium and high-Z materials at very high energy. Table IV Combining Eqs. (1)- (3) with Table IV , we calculated the mean energy loss rate of one proton in copper, in units of MeV g −1 cm 2 . No energy drop of the proton was considered, since we were studying a thin target. The energy loss per target length (in units of GeV=cm) was obtained by multiplying the mean energy loss rate from the Bethe equation by the solid copper density.
In FLUKA, a short cylindrical copper target was used. We spanned the radius (4 cm, which was large enough to stop any secondary particle from escaping the target transversely) in one bin and the length (1 cm) in 100 bins. Note that the rms beam size used in the simulation was Sternheimer's parameter for certain Z 0.08 0.14 0.2 mm. In this way, the normalized energy deposition of each transverse cross section at a certain longitudinal position could be exported directly from FLUKA. Multiplying the normalized energy deposition by the area of the cross section, the energy deposited per unit length in GeV=cm at that position was obtained, which is independent of the beam size. The average energy deposited per target length as a function of the target thickness was computed by increasing the number of longitudinal bins that were taken into account. A comparison of the energy deposition or loss rate in GeV=cm between FLUKA simulations and analytical calculations is shown in Fig. 9 . The results from the simulation corresponding to three target thicknesses are shown. When the target thickness is 0.01 cm, differences between the simulation results and direct analytical values are small even at the highest energy of 50 TeV. As the target thickness increases from 0.1 to 0.3 cm, the energy loss rate is more and more underestimated by the Bethe equation, especially at higher energies, because of the development of the hadron shower. At 50 MeV, a large difference between the simulation and analysis can be seen in the case of the target thickness of 0.3 cm, due to a large proportion of energy drop. It is appropriate to estimate the damage potential of a copper surface or submillimeter-thick copper foil using directly the Bethe equation besides FLUKA.
The energy loss rate at low energies (βγ ≪ 1) is high, because the effective interaction time allows for a higher momentum transfer from incident protons to target electrons. With growing projectile energy, the momentum transfer decreases, and, since the energy transfer increases slowly, the minimum of energy loss rate is observed.
For βγ ¼ 2-3, the incident proton could transfer <0.5% of its energy to the target electrons. In the energy region 2γm e =M ≫ 1, the maximum transferred energy can be simplified to T max ≈ c 2 β 2 γM; i.e., almost all the energy of the primary proton could be transferred to the electrons [44] .
The conclusions following from the analysis of Bethe equation and Fig. 9 help understand the results for the total maximum energy deposition in the copper target presented in Fig. 6 . For energies up to 26 GeV, the maximum energy deposition is dominated by primary protons because of the above-mentioned momentum transfer effect. At 450 GeV, the maximum energy transferred to an electron approaches T max ≈ 30% of the primary proton energy and keeps rapidly growing with increasing βγ; therefore, a significant part of the target electrons get accelerated and form so-called delta rays. The delta rays also deposit energy into the target material. Besides, secondary projectiles start playing a significant role at high energies. All these effects add up and give an increasing energy deposition at high energies as observed in Fig. 6 .
D. Specific energy deposition of bunched beam
In Sec. III B, we have presented the energy deposition per proton in a solid copper target. In this part, the specific energy deposition of a certain number of protons will be discussed to illustrate the beam impact on accelerator equipment made of copper. Of particular concern is assessing the number of protons needed to melt and even evaporate copper. The melting energy and boiling energy were estimated using the nonconstant specific heat capacity as a function of the temperature. According to the estimation, 674 J=g is needed to melt copper from 300 K and 6250 J=g to evaporate it, taking into account the latent heat of melting (207 J=g) and vaporization (4730 J=g). As a comparison, the melting energy and boiling energy become 614 and 5913 J=g, respectively, if a constant specific heat capacity of 0.385 J=ðg KÞ is adopted. It is worth mentioning that there are many superconducting components working at very low temperatures like 1.9 K, especially at high-energy accelerators. Here we consider that the initial copper temperature is always 300 K to have a conservative damage estimation from the viewpoint of machine protection. Note that the specific energy needed to increase the copper temperature from 1 to 300 K is about 79 J=g.
The number of protons required to melt the copper material at the location of maximum energy deposition (denoted as n p;max ) as well as at the entrance of the target (denoted as n p;entrance ) are listed in Table V . Moreover, the corresponding number of proton bunches (denoted as N p;max and N p;entrance , respectively) are presented as well, based on the bunch intensity listed in Table II . As a first approximation, the heat propagation is ignored during the irradiation period from the first bunch to the last bunch. It should be noted that for 50 and 160 MeV, the beam size is most likely a few millimeters in normal operation, where the maximum energy deposition is actually an order of magnitude lower than for the beam sizes in the table. The small beam sizes are studied for completeness; for example, in Fig. 5 , energy deposition along the target axis was shown while a constant beam size of 0.2 mm was used for all the energies from 50 MeV to 50 TeV. An interesting feature that can be found in Table V is that the target surface can withstand up to hundreds of bunches before melting, even though less than one bunch is able to melt the copper at the maximum energy deposition point above 3.3 TeV. As explained in Sec. II, it is reasonable to consider a nominal beam size of about 0.8 mm for the SPS when it operates as an injector of the LHC. From Table V , it can be concluded that the highest beam intensity to avoid melting is about 3.1 × 10 12 , which agrees well with the damage test experiments performed with the 450 GeV proton beam extracted from the SPS [45] . Analogously, the melting threshold is 3.3 × 10 10 for the beam size of 0.2 mm at the LHC top energy of 7 TeV and 2.0 × 10 9 for 0.1 mm at the FCC top energy of 50 TeV, as shown in Table V. Note that the estimations were made according to the local energy deposition values based on the mentioned binning. Therefore, the considered material volumes were rather small, in the range of 4 × 10 5 − 6 × 10 8 μm 3 . From the viewpoint of machine protection, it is important to know when the material begins melting. However, the melting of a small volume of material inside the target might be regarded as undesirable but not necessarily unacceptable. Specific situation analysis needs to be performed on a caseby-case basis. It is also worth mentioning that in some accident cases the intense heat loads on the targets (e.g., on the collimator jaw) in a very short time can generate a thermal shock with a rapid increase of the target temperature which may cause a local deformation (mechanical damage) before reaching the melting point of the material. This phenomenon has been studied to check the robustness of the LHC collimators as reported in Ref. [46] .
The specific energies of one bunch with 1.0 × 10 11 protons as well as of one full FCC beam with 10600 bunches are plotted in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b), respectively. The proton energy is 50 TeV, and the beam size of 0.2 mm is used. In Fig. 10(a) , a maximum of about 17390 J=g can be found, which is almost 3 times the boiling energy 6250 J=g, meaning that one bunch of protons with the mentioned parameters is sufficient not only to melt a portion of the copper target but also to evaporate the material around the location of the maximum energy deposition. The melting and boiling regions are from L ¼ 4.2 cm to L ¼ 110 cm and from L ¼ 9.9 cm to L ¼ 55.3 cm, respectively. Figure 10 (b) illustrates that the penetration depth (the deepest location where copper is melted) of the full beam in copper is at least 295 cm, since here the energy deposition is calculated only by FLUKA (static approximation); i.e., the hydrodynamic tunneling effect is not considered, or, equivalently, the beam energy is assumed to be deposited instantaneously. The full impact of the FCC beam with a bunch train on a solid copper target considering hydrodynamic tunneling is beyond the scope of this paper. A detailed study can be found in Ref. [27] .
The above estimations of a beam impact on copper are direct applications of the simulated energy deposition. As a first approximation, the local deposited heat is obtained by simply multiplying the energy deposition per proton by the total number of protons, neglecting the bunch structure and density change of the material. From the machine protection point of view, such linear scaling is meaningful, since a large margin of safety is usually adopted concerning the beam impact on the accelerator components. For example, a beam of very limited damage potential with 5.0 × 10 8 protons at 50 TeV or 1.0 × 10 10 protons at 3.3 TeV is recommended for FCC-hh commissioning [47] , based on the data listed in Table V . We remark that an accurate analysis of beam interaction with matter must rely on a multidisciplinary approach coupling different numerical tools, especially for high-energy and high-intensity beams. As illustrated in Ref. [48] , the dynamic response is generally classified into an elastic regime, a plastic regime, and a shock wave regime. It has been shown that the severity of the response is proportional to the deposited power density and to the duration of the interaction. The type of dynamic response can be approximately predicted according to the total specific energy deposited in the target, regardless of the actual material. As pointed out in Ref. [48] , the dynamic response will for most cases remain within the elastic regime, if the deposited energy is below 100 J=cm 3 . Accelerator components are usually designed to work in this regime. Between 100 J=cm 3 and 10 kJ=cm 3 , the plastic dynamic response is expected to occur. Both the elastic regime and plastic regime can be treated using standard finite element tools relying on implicit timeintegration schemes like ANSYS. In Table V , the proton number and bunch number were determined to make the local specific energy below 674 J=g (the melting energy), which equals 6 kJ=cm 3 . It implies that the plastic dynamic response is expected. Once the deposited energy exceeds 10 kJ=cm 3 , the stress waves will be strong enough to generate major changes of density and extensive damage to the material, resulting in a dynamic response in the shock wave regime. The impacted metal material will usually experience phase transitions with the formation of liquid, gas, and even plasma or even be physically displaced in the region of the impact. In the case of a long bunch train, the subsequent bunches will penetrate deeper and deeper along the target as the upstream density has been reduced gradually. The energy deposition range extends especially in the longitudinal direction, while the energy deposition (per proton) in the upstream part is reduced. As already mentioned, this effect is called hydrodynamic tunneling. As shown in Fig. 10 , the energy deposited by one 50 TeV bunch already exceeds 10 kJ=cm 3 in a considerable part of the target, implying that the shock wave regime is reached. To analyze the dynamic response within the shock wave regime, hydrocodes with explicit time-integration schemes must be employed, such as ANSYS-Autodyn, LS-Dyna, and BIG2, which make use of complex material constitutive models. Once the relative density change is substantial, e.g., >15%, a modified distribution of the energy deposition (from FLUKA, MARS, or Geant4) is needed as input for the following dynamic simulation.
IV. ENERGY DEPOSITION OF PROTON IN SOLID GRAPHITE
In the previous section, copper was chosen as a target material, since it is frequently used in the accelerator components such as magnets and beam screens, as well as for a comparison with the existing damage test results. Of considerable interest is a similar study with graphite as a target material, because graphite is widely used in the accelerator machine protection systems, for example, in collimators, beam absorbers, and beam dump blocks. In this section, we report the corresponding studies for a solid graphite target in a similar way. The longitudinal bin size was 0.003 cm at 50 MeV, 0.05 cm at 160 MeV, 0.1 cm at 1.4 GeV, 0.25 cm at 26 GeV, and 0.5 cm at 450 GeV and all higher energies.
The two-dimensional energy deposition distributions of one proton corresponding to a beam size of σ ¼ 0.2 mm at 50 MeV and 50 TeV are plotted in Figs. 11(a) and 11(b) , respectively. Compared to the case of copper target as shown in Fig. 2 , the particle cascades penetrate much deeper in the graphite target, whereas the energy deposition reduces dramatically. For example, the Bragg peak moves from 0.39 cm for a copper target to deeper than 1 cm for a graphite target at 50 MeV. The different behavior is due to the difference between the number of electrons (function of the charge number, density, and mass number) in the two materials. For 50 MeV and 50 TeV protons in graphite, the energy deposition along the target axis is plotted in (Fig. 3) . For 50 TeV, the peaks are much wider than that in Fig. 4 . The maximum energy deposition for the beam size Fig. 15 . It can be seen that the curve has a flatter bottom compared to that in Fig. 6 with a minima of 1.5 GeV=ðcm 3 pÞ at 26 GeV (βγ ¼ 28.7). It is explained by the lower energy deposition from the delta rays, since the number of influenced electrons is ∼4 times lower in carbon than in copper.
The energy deposition along the target axis was also simulated for a 50 TeV proton in graphite while not linking FLUKA and DPMJET-III. As shown in Fig. 16 , the maximum energy deposition is 11% higher than that for the case of linking when the beam size is 0.2 mm.
Three beam sizes were studied for each energy in the case of a graphite target like in the case of copper. The maximum energy deposition in GeV=ðcm 3 pÞ as well as the corresponding specific energy deposition of one nominal bunch in J/(g bunch) are listed in Table VI . The positions of the maxima are presented as well. They move deeper into the target as the beam size increases for a given proton energy as long as there is no Bragg peak. Such a phenomenon can be observed in Table III as well. This is due to the development of the hadronic shower as illustrated in Ref. [49] . In principle, the integral of energy deposition over the transverse cross section is independent of the beam size, as long as the target radius is large enough to stop particles escaping transversely. For the spatial distribution of energy deposition, the beam size plays a crucial role. In the case of a pencil beam (on the assumption that all protons concentrate at a single impact point; i.e., the transverse beam size is zero), the maximum energy deposition occurs at the very beginning due to proton ionization in a null volume, which is thus infinite by definition. For a broad high-energy beam, the maximum energy deposition is due to the electromagnetic shower developed from proton nuclear reactions (i.e., due to the secondary particles other than beam protons). Depending on the beam energy and the target material, its longitudinal position moves from the target surface to a certain maximum depth as the beam size increases from zero to infinite. In Figs. 2(b) and 11(b) , it can be seen that the maximum energy deposition along the target (at a fixed radius) appears at a deeper location as the radius increases. For a beam with a bigger transverse beam size, there are more protons further away from the beam center (target axis). Their contributions to the on-axis energy deposition lead to a deeper peak compared to the near-axis protons. As a result, the integrated energy deposition along the target axis shows a deeper peak when the beam size is bigger. Figure 17 shows the maximum energy deposition in graphite as a function of the rms beam size for the energies from 50 MeV to 50 TeV. The very small statistical error bar is shown for each simulation point. These representative data in Tables III and VI Fig. 18 in the same way as in Fig. 9 . Related variables for graphite are listed in Table IV . We spanned the target radius (2 cm) in one bin and the target length (2 cm) in 40 bins. A smaller target radius was used compared to the case of copper, since the energy deposition decays faster along the radius in a graphite target, while the same rms beam size of 0.2 mm was used as for copper. The simulated results corresponding to three target thicknesses of 0.5, 1, and 2 cm are shown. Differences between simulation results and analytical values are very small when the target thickness is 0.5 cm or even 1 cm, unless at 50 MeV, due to the large proportion of energy drop after a few millimeters. When the target thickness is 2 cm, the difference between the simulation results and analytical values increases as the proton energy increases because of the electromagnetic shower. The energy loss rate of 50 MeV protons for the target thickness of 2 cm is not presented, since the interaction depth is less than 1.2 cm as shown in Fig. 11(a) . It can be concluded that the damage capability of protons in subcentimeter-thick graphite plates can be well estimated directly by using the Bethe equation. 
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
The energy deposition of protons in solid copper and graphite targets was analyzed with the help of numerical simulations carried out through the well-developed Monte Carlo program FLUKA, taking into account the typical values of the beam energy and beam size for the hadron accelerator complex at CERN. The proton energy varied from 50 MeV to 50 TeV. Three representative beam sizes were studied for each energy. Different energy loss behaviors of protons in copper and graphite targets were explored and compared, in terms of the range and maximum values of the energy deposition. Comparisons of the energy deposition or loss rate between FLUKA and the Bethe equation were performed. The results showed that the damage potential of subcentimeter-thick graphite target and submillimeter-thick copper foil can be well estimated directly by the Bethe equation, because the energy drop of the primary proton is generally small (special attention should be paid to the initial proton energy of 50 MeV) and the hadron shower has not developed extensively.
Based on the data matrix obtained in this paper, one can rapidly predict the energy deposition properties for any other beam parameter including the beam energy and beam size within an extensive range. For instance, the proposed HE-LHC will reach a beam energy of 16.5 TeV, of which the maximum energy deposition can be estimated to be around 3000 GeV=ðcm 3 pÞ at a depth of 20 cm in the solid copper target when the beam size is 0.2 mm. Therefore, beam impacts on accelerator components can be evaluated as a consequence of expected and unexpected beam losses. These results allow us to calculate the maximum allowed number of incident protons or bunches to keep the copper target temperature below a certain limit, for example, the melting point.
For the FCC, at an injection energy of 3.3 TeV, one bunch is sufficient to melt the copper at the location of the maximum energy deposition. At the top energy of 50 TeV, one bunch can even evaporate a certain volume of copper in the target. Furthermore, the minimum penetration depth into the copper target for a certain beam can be predicted as well using the static approximation, as explained in Sec. III. Note that the hydrodynamic tunneling was not considered, which may lead to a significant lengthening of the particle penetration depth in the case of a long bunch train at high energies. This phenomenon was confirmed by the dedicated HiRadMat experiment and can be simulated by coupling FLUKA with proper hydrodynamic codes such as BIG2 and ANSYS on a case-by-case basis. For the sake of more general interest, we have summarized the existing relevant studies on the hydrodynamic tunneling effect, which were reported by some of us with collaborators. Other specific case studies on hydrodynamic tunneling will be performed especially for FCC, coupling FLUKA and BIG2 (or ANSYS Autodyn). Besides, as a future work, the grazing impact of high-energy and high-intensity proton beams on accelerator components like beam screens will be studied as well.
Such a study is of critical importance, as it is able to serve as a reference for a quick assessment of the beam impacts on the accelerator elements that are made of copper or graphite. Further analysis can be carried out using it as a starting point. These results should be useful not only for the CERN accelerators but also for other relevant proton accelerators.
